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County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

“2020 has been a year of surviving a worldwide
pandemic, mounting racial injustice, staggering

disparities; AND has also been a year of resilience,
community connectedness and collective

activism.This year, is also an opportunity to re-
imagine a world where we embrace immigrants,
rejoice in our differences and uplift our cultural

richness. OIR would like to thank the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors for championing a

robust vision and all of our community partners for
serving the immigrant community with great

respect, compassion and humility.”
-Zelica Rodriguez-Deams
 Director, Office of Immigrant Relations
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County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

The Office of Immigrant Relations exists to serve immigrants and to
support our institutions in welcoming immigrants to Santa Clara County.
We believe that recognizing immigrant contributions, uplifting their
agency, and celebrating diversity will improve the lives of all residents in
Santa Clara County.   

MISSION 

VISION 
We envision a county in which immigrants and refugees feel welcome,
can successfully establish their new lives, and actively participate in and
contribute to our community.

VALUES
Society cannot reach its full potential without celebrating the diversity
and differences of ALL its people.
All people deserve to live free of fear and persecution and experience
safety and justice.
Immigrant integration is a two-way street, empowering newcomers to
the area so that they better adapt and educating the receiving
community to welcome and appreciate them.
Offering reliable and accessible information through our relationships
with non-profit partners by connecting immigrants with high quality,
free or low cost legal services.
We are all connected by our common humanity. However, we are also
affected by class, race, gender and other types of oppression and
discrimination, so we all have a responsibility to dismantle systemic
inequities.
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MISSION, VISION, 
AND VALUES
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The current federal context has created the following issues: 
a. Frequent changes in immigration policy, change of staff in leadership roles, change of rules and regulations, change
of legal definitions and limiting the role of judges.
b. Increased immigration enforcement, more aggressive enforcement priorities, and expedited removals
c. Increase in hate speech in the public discourse and daily increase in negative media coverage of immigrant issues.
d. Increased fear in the community, extreme levels of stress. 
e. Constant legal battles reversing results of court decisions frequently and causing continuous uncertainty for many.

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

CONTEXT
On July 31, 2020, the Migration Policy Institute (MPI) released a report in which they cataloged more than
400 Executive Actions on immigration that have occurred during the Trump Presidency. The report is titled,
"Dismantling and Reconstructing the U.S. Immigration System: A Catalog of Changes under the Trump
Presidency.”

Included in the four hundred Executive Orders were 48 Executive Orders specific to the topic of immigration in the
context of COVID-19. These have included: suspension of so-called legal immigration, expanding and extending
overall immigration suspensions to last until the end of 2020, the asylum seeker ban, refugee entry suspension,
unaccompanied minors placement restrictions, international student ban if classes were offered remotely
(subsequently reversed), hearing postponements, suspension of visa appointments, closure of USCIC offices and
the consistent threat of furloughs after they reopened which would further delay processing of all
applications and make the current backlog even more impacted

In this national landscape that has great impacts on local immigrants and their families, the Office of Immigrant
Relations has met the moment by implementing the following strategic priorities.
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Emergency
Reponse 

Immigrant
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Policy 
Analysis

Community
Education

Shifting the
Narrative

Immigrant
Intergration

OUR STRATEGIES 

to support a two-way relationship
between the immigrant community
and the receiving community that
uplifts shared values and
contributions

in a time when anti-immigrant
sentiment is at an all-time high, the
office wants to celebrate, uplift and

increase opportunities for immigrant
contributions

to understand and mitigate the
disproportionate impact that policies
have at the local, state, and national 
level on immigrants in Santa Clara
County and provide legal services to
increase community protections

to humanize the immigrant
experience and share mutual
benefits to immigration in the
United States

to ensure that the community most
deeply affected receives accurate,
timely, and relevant information on

policy changes.

 to support families through this
national disaster in offering resources
and referrals for basic needs, financial

and legal assistance.  The Office
provides concrete tools for the

immigrant community to exercise their
rights and responsibilities

OIR recognizes that its work is only
possible with county and community
partners collaborating to serve all
immigrants and refugees. OIR executes
its work as part of the Division of Equity &
Social Justice, which also includes the
Office of Women’s Policy, the Office of
LGBTQ Affairs, the Office of Cultural
Competency, the Office of Labor
Standards Enforcement, the Office of the
Census, and the Office of Gender-Based
Violence Prevention. Collectively, we aim
to bring Equity to Action and to support all
the County to ensure equitable
distribution of resources, support the
hardest-to-reach families and strive
towards supporting all families in
reaching their fullest potential.

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Immigrant Contributions

Immigrant Integration 

Policy Analysis

Shifting the Narrative

Community Education

Emergency Response
Background
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OVERALL INVESTMENT

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Immigrants through
Legal Services and

Community
Education

$5.8 Million 
In Funding

26,473

Served
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OVERALL IMPACT

22%
of cases 
filed on 

behalf of Minors

149%
Target Reached for
hotline calls from

community
members at risk of

deportation

41%
Received DACA 
fee Scholarship

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

5,796 
Individuals Received

Direct Legal
Services

979 
DACA Renewals

Provided for DACA
Recipients

5,019 
Trained in Public

Charge Rule

745 
Citizenship

Applications
Submitted

13,863 
Community
Members

Participated in a
Community
Workshop

31%
of cases

represented at EOIR
Hearings

Immigration Court

39%
of screened low-

income community
members 

received case 
representation
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STRATEGY 1:
EMERGENCY RESPONSE

“The Rapid Response Network (RRN)
Accompaniment team worked closely with a

Vietnamese client to access crucial resources. The
Accompaniment Coordinator connected them

resources to access food, financial assistance so
that they could pay their rights, a phone and

offering ongoing support. Our team also worked
with the client to extend their unemployment, so
that they have a consistent source of income.”

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

- Sacred Heart
  Contracted Partner

Rapid Response Network 

3.2K Responses to calls On RRN Hotline
System

Public Charge Training Breakdwon

1K Community Based Organization Members
Trained

1.6K County Staff Trained

1.4K Community Members Trained

972 Attorneys Trained

510 Trainings for Rapid Response
Volunteers
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STRATEGY 2:
IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

“Having been able to apply for asylum, it
opens up a world of possibilities. I feel safer.
When I have my work permit, I will be able to

get a better job. I will be able to study at a
university. I am very happy about the

possibility"
-Client served by:
Oasis Legal Services

Immigration Legal Assistance and
Representation Outcomes

1.1k Applications submitted for immigration
relief including U and T visas, VAWA,
self-petitions, employment
authorization, naturalization petitions
and citizenship filed with USCIS

847 Clients at risk of deportation
represented in removal proceedings at
immigration court

363 Individuals received Attorney of the Day
representation at day-of detention
hearings

As an intentional effort, integration engages and
transforms all community members, reaping

shared benefits and creating a new whole that is
greater than the sum of its parts.
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STRATEGY 3: 
IMMIGRANT CONTRIBUTIONS

I appreciate that the Beacon of Lights is an event
to highlight immigrant advocacy work. My favorite

moment was when Rapid Response Network
awardee pointed out that the anti-deportation

movement is like the Underground Railroad in that
both are movements for human rights.

Immigrant Contributions are even more significant
in a time when anti-immigrant sentiment is at an
all-time high. The Office of Immigrant relations

aims to to celebrate, uplift, and increase
opportunities for immigrants to share their

richness and diversity.

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

-Hope Nguyen
 Community Member

Beacon of Light Awards

6 Award Recipients

Welcoming Week

3 Public Libraries provided resources
(Sunnyvale, Milpitas, and Gilroy)

Publicizing Immigrant Contributions

6.5K People Reached via Events and Publicity

560 People Reached

Events Hosted
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STRATEGY 4:
POLICY ANALYSIS

Policy Analysis helps us understand and mitigate the
disproportionate impact that policies at local, state and national
level have on immigrants in Santa Clara County and to provide
legal services to increase community protections. Currently,

there are no community-based/non-profit agencies that provide
legal services for employment-based immigration. OIR provides

Pro-Bono legal services to immigrants who are here on
employment-based visas. This is made possible in collaboration

with the local chapter of American Immigration Lawyers
Association, Sunnyvale Public Library and La Raza Centro Legal.

The Trump Administration has decreased the numbers of
employment-based visas significantly and has been consistently

targeting these immigrants, especially during the pandemics,
when many lost their jobs.

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Path to Citizenship

2.2K Orientations Provided

680 Assessments/Screening

391 Simple Citizenship Applications
Submitted

345 Complex Citizenship Applications
Submitted (takes 4x longer than Simple
Application)

H1B Visa Holders (2018)

41K H1B Visa Holders in San Jose,
Sunnyvale, Mountain View, Santa Clara,
Palo Alto, Milpitas, and Cupertino

Immigration Legal Services
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5.7K People Received Immigration Legal
Services

500 People Received information

50 Families Received Direct Legal Support



Welcoming Week

STRATEGY 5:
SHIFTING THE NARRATIVE

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Social Media 

419K
32K

7K
744

7K

Total Impressions

Total engagement

Newsletters

Total opens

Total clicks

DACA Press Conference

Total views on FB 

Truth Act Forum

Voter Registration Drive

Telethons

DACA Live Press Conference

New American Fellowship

Public Charge Press Release

"We believe that trust is a necessary condition of
effective communication. We do that by building
meaningful and intentional relationships with our

community where immigrants not only feel
supported, they feel celebrated too."

—Carolyn Lê, OIR

OIR’s communication strategy helps keep our
media efforts focused. Our media efforts include

press statements, TV interviews and radio
promos, online communications and

testimonials. OIR also relies on trusted
partnerships with ethnic media, CBOs and
internal County departments to reach all

immigrants.
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STRATEGY 6:
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

“Clients and KYR attendees appreciate having legal
representation and up-to-date information in their

own language, notably Farsi and Dari. Although
many nonprofits offer services in Spanish, only Pars
offers the mentioned languages. Because of Pars's

unique offerings, clients often tell us that they
wouldn't know how to proceed without our support. 

Clients also mention how important it is that Pars
offers wrap around services to take care of the

entirety of the client's needs. Our social services are
particularly in demand during the pandemic.” 

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

- Pars Equality Center
  Contracted Partner

Community Education Workshops and Outreach

492 Workshops Hosted

4.5K Participants in Live Stream Know Your 
Rights event

4.2K Outreach Materials Distributed in up to
7 Languages: Informational Brochures,
Emergency Kits

Impressions

20K Mass Media Views

13.2K Mass E-mails Sent
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EMERGING NEEDS
County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Fears in the community about new rules on the "public charge"
regulations keep many clients from accessing social services, public

health, mental health benefits and services they need 

Potential threat of ICE Raids increasing fear, anxiety for undocumented
parents and their children (family separation) and for the immigrant

community 

Changes in USCIS, EOIR rules, policies increasing complexity of cases,
backlogs (4X longer), arbitrary denials and frivolous rejections of

applications and Court increasingly stringent

USCIS fee hikes for DACA, citizenship (over 200%), especially during
COVID-19, creating financial barrier to permanency for low-income

immigrants

COVID-19 impact: increased cases of domestic violence, elder abuse,
threat of eviction (despite moratorium), health risks, lack of financial
disaster aid, worker’s exploitation,  digital divide/ limited technology
knowledge, prioritizing safety net resources for food/housing over

immigration relief
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County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

LESSONS LEARNED

After hundreds of Executive Orders, memos and directives to DHS/ICE/USCIS the
Administration has de facto reformed the entire immigration system. The numbers of
impacted and potentially impacted Santa Clara County residents are striking.

Immigrants are the hardest-hit and yet most likely to be employed by front-line
industries/exposed to health risks more than during COVID-19 pandemic.

Undocumented immigrants AND their U. S. citizen and permanent resident family members
have been excluded from the federal stimulus package, unemployment benefits and other
types of assistance.

In light of being shut out of disaster aid and other safety net resources, local immigrants
have been left to find their own solutions for support and survival during these difficult
times.

Earlier this year, OIR reported to the Board of Supervisors about the limited patchwork of
financial assistance funds provided to local immigrants and the enormous need that has yet
to be met. 
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LOOKING AHEAD...

County of Santa Clara Office of Immigrant Relations

Coordinate and staff the “Immigrant Response
Network” to determine shared analysis about issues
impacting the immigrant community that will include
engagement from community, partners and cities
within the county.

Promote OIR as a national model of immigrant
integration to share our concrete and comprehensive
immigrant integration lens.

Launch a multi-ethnic immigrant community workers
program rooted in leadership development and
community engagement.

Provide consistent, adequate and relevant policy
analysis to protect, defend and champion policies that
impact 60% of Santa Clara County immigrant
population.

Implement more Know your Rights and
responsibilities presentations for immigrants and for
employers/workplaces as anti-immigrant sentiment
increases. 

Develop a strategic, multi-layered communication
strategy that includes community stories/testimonies,
consistent social media posting, in collaboration with
county partners, and accessible languages for the
community.
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